
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 9

Examples (continued, Cantor function (devil's staircase)
letCISSSGCIN be the sequence of open intervals,
indexed by finite binary sequences, whose

11** **
removal results in the Cantor set.
The Cantor function is a continuous function

F:[0,1 = 90, 1] sit. fl1, =0.00s.... Snf.man

HW binary rep.
It follows absractly (bears of uniform continuity) but I a nnique
such continuous function, but we'll give an explicit definition.

FixxCO.1] of we define f(x) as follows. Take the termany
up. ofx =0.40x,x(Xs..., Xut20,1,23. We take those repre-
astations favouring 1's, i.e.

yes 0.81X12222]... =0.0012000... no

no 0.4860222..... = 0.48*1000 ... yes

Then delete all the inalises after the first 1 (but have that1).
This results in a finite or infinite sequence. Replace all I's will



I's in that sequence. The resulting sequence is binary,
of f(x) is the number with that binary representation.
E.g. x = 0.02002P12 10 1102

...

↓

0.0200201 > 0.0100101 :f(x).

x = 0,020070202220...

f(x) = 0,010010101110...
One can check offis octinuous (intuitively, this is

bene finitely many digits of f(x) are determined by

finitely many digits ofX. HW

Spaces offunctions. It (X,dx), (4,di) be metric spaces,
let Y

X demote the set of all functious X-Y.
We'd like to define a metric on Y a here isan attempt,
YN dult, g) ==sup di (f(x), g(x)),call this the

* xEX uniform metric.
9 theonly issue is atdo may take value ,X

so we call it an extended metric. HW this inched

satisfies all metric axioms. Define an egovel. Wen on
Y

by frag:<> dulf,g) <0.



Obs. Each wan ego clare is dopen. In particular, ay
union of eg.

classes in again dopen (bone the

complement is also a union of eg. clanes).

Excyles. letB(x,4) denote the set ofall bounded

functions X-Y, where 0:X->Yis called

bounded it diamet (x) < 0.
B(X,Y) is one Noeg.clars.
HW let C(x, 4) demshe the setof roof. Anne.

X -> Y. Show t((X,4) is closed.
The set BL(X,4) ofbounded continuous

function is closed at do is a metric on it.
BC(X,v) = (Xiv/1CX,v) =declosed

Thamaa. lt X be a set of (Y,d) a
metric

space.
If(Y, d) is complete, then so is 144, dv).

Prof. Lt (fu) be a datCandy sequence in Y

Before f:X->Y by f(x) :=linfuld), which exists
u

bere (fu(x)IYis Candog in i.



We show thefast in the do-metric.
Fix2>0.

du(An, A) =supdlfulD, AD).
It'senough to down LA VO Nx d(fu(x), f(x) < 2.
mee

letN be large enough so

7NVuzN

nct,1)= 2.
HetWns.Nduffc+a,Anl<E-

NorrixxXrothonthisomniciien
Von(depending5 +4

Corollay. If iis a complete metric space, them
(a) B(x,4) of BC(X,4) complete metric spaces.
(b) ((X,i) is a complete extended metric space.

Alternative proofexistence ofcompletion (Kaplansky).
Every nitric space (X,1) adwith a completion.

Proof. We isometrically embed (x,d) into IR* and take



the closure of the image of X in IR*
LIR iscoglete bone isis

RxDefine C: X-> 1RX
x H fx, where fx(y):=d(x,y).

*
* X

Claim. 2 is an isometig.
X0

Proof. du(fx,fs,) =xyp(fx.(X) - fx(x))

X
-d(x,4)

=

yn,(d(x0,x) - d(x,y)) =G(X0,X)
x1 and hisis achieved by x =40,4..

Thus, we letX:=<(X) closure inside (RX.
Bease is an ionetry and & is finitely valued metric,
do on <(x) is also a finitely valued metric,
in other words, 1(x) is contained in a single wee
eq. clan, which heave is dopen, so it is still in
that one eg. class, hence on on CD is finite.


